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“Okay!” the Chinese girl blurted out: “I will count one, two or three. After three seconds, my hands will
be separated, and you will immediately defibrillate!”

“it is good!”

While continuing to press for Helena, the Chinese girl shouted: “One, two, three! Defibrillation!”

After she finished speaking, she retracted her hands in lightning speed, and another girl skillfully took
advantage of this gap and stuck the defibrillator to Helena’s heart, and performed the first
defibrillation with a bang.

Immediately after the defibrillation, the Chinese girl continued to press while observing Helena’s
condition, and said: “The princess hasn’t woken up yet. I will do a few more cardiopulmonary
resuscitations. You continue to prepare for defibrillation!”

“it is good!”

Two minutes later, the Chinese girl saw that Helena hadn’t woke up, she couldn’t help being a little
flustered, and said, “The energy has reached 360 joules, ready to defibrillate!”

The other girl was shocked when she heard this, she just wanted to ask something, but she held back.

She also knew that the situation was urgent and she had to fight.

So, she immediately adjusted the defibrillator parameters for a second defibrillation.

Unfortunately, this time Helena still did not respond.

Both girls were a little panicked at this time. The Chinese girl gritted her teeth and said, “Prepare for
adrenaline…”

The other Nordic girl panicked and asked: “Now use epinephrine? The doctor ordered that the
princess’s heart must be used with adrenaline cautiously. You can’t use it unless you have to, because
after using it, the princess may not last long…”

The Chinese girl blurted out: “No need, the princess can’t even be saved! In any case, we can’t let the
princess go like this. In any case, we must let the princess leave a last word, otherwise we can’t go back
and explain to Princess Olivia! “

After speaking, the Chinese girl said again: “The current situation of the princess, if another minute
delays, it will be impossible to wake up again!”

“Okay!” The Nordic girl gritted her teeth and took out a sealed syringe from the first aid kit. The
syringe was already filled with a small amount of transparent liquid medicine.



The Chinese girl took the syringe from her hand, and while tearing the package, she said, “Take out the
phone and prepare to record!”

“Okay!” The Nordic girl agreed, then took out her mobile phone and turned on the video.

Afterwards, the Chinese girl pointed the tip of the needle at Helena’s heart, and then pierced it
without hesitation.

At this time, the most effective method of adrenaline is to directly inject it into the heart.

The doctor has long said that Helena’s body cannot use epinephrine as a last resort, because once
epinephrine is used, the stimulation of her heart will cause her other cardiovascular and
cerebrovascular diseases to attack instantly.

But now there is no other way, only adrenaline can make Helena shine back, even if it only takes a few
minutes, it is better than just dying directly.

really!

After a shot of adrenaline hit Helena’s heart, Helena’s heart instantly resumed beating.

However, the heart at this time has become a boiler on the verge of explosion, even if it barely
resumes operation, it is only the end of the battle.

Immediately afterwards, Helena, who was in a coma, suddenly opened her eyes!
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